Summary
Fuqua Daytime MBA students provided a marketing strategy for Durham, NC inclusive wellness and yoga startup The Underbelly to expand their subscriber base.

Challenge
The Underbelly is a high-growth, woman-founded wellness startup based in Durham, NC, focusing on addressing an unmet market need for diversity, inclusivity, and accessibility in the yoga and wellness industry. The Underbelly approached the Fuqua Client Consulting Practicum for help growing their email subscriber base and ecommerce merchandise revenue, along with developing an email marketing strategy.

Approach
The FCCP student team conducted second-hand market research and internal staff interviews to better understand our client's current business challenges, assess its core strengths and weaknesses, and spot opportunities. Students used competitor research to inform how The Underbelly could differentiate itself in the market by leaning into its core values. They also compared the client's key engagement metrics to industry benchmarks to identify areas of improvement.

Recommendation
Students identified opportunities in marketing, community building, building out variety of content, and user Interface and experience improvements. The team recommended methods for The Underbelly to stay on top of changing consumer preferences and better segment and target their subscribers. Finally, students also provided a merchandising strategy with a model that would help with forecasting, modeling sales around the seasonality of products.